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Abstract: An intrinsically-safe handheld field maintenance tool (52, 102) is provided. The tool (52, 102) includes a process communication module (121, 138) configured to communicate with a field device (22, 23, 104) in accordance with a process industry communication protocol. A controller (130) is coupled to the process communication module (121, 138) and is configured to provide at least one function related to maintenance of the field device (22, 23, 104). Program instructions embodied on a computer readable medium coupled to the controller, the program instructions causing the controller, when executed by the controller, to provide operator rounds functionality (204), CMMS/EAM functionality (206) and/or ERP functionality (208).
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HANDHELD FIELD MAINTENANCE TOOL WITH INTEGRATION TO EXTERNAL SOFTWARE APPLICATION

BACKGROUND

[0001] Handheld field maintenance tools are known. Such tools are highly useful in the process control and measurement industry to allow operators to conveniently communicate with and/or interrogate field devices in a given process installation. Examples of such process installations include petroleum, pharmaceutical, chemical, pulp, and other fluid processing installations. In such installations, the process control and measurement network may include tens or even hundreds of various field devices which periodically require maintenance to ensure that such devices are functioning properly and/or calibrated. Moreover, when one or more errors in the process control and measurement installation are detected, the use of a handheld field maintenance tool allows a technician to quickly diagnose such errors in the field. Handheld field maintenance tools are generally used to configure, calibrate, and diagnose problems relative to intelligent field devices using digital process communication protocols.

[0002] Since at least some process installations may involve highly volatile, or even explosive, environments, it is often beneficial, or even required, for field devices and the handheld field maintenance tools used with such field devices to comply with intrinsic safety requirements. These requirements help ensure that compliant electrical devices will not generate a source of ignition even under fault conditions. One example of Intrinsic Safety requirements is set forth in: APPROVAL STANDARD INTRINSICALLY SAFE APPARATUS AND ASSOCIATED APPARATUS FOR USE IN CLASS I, II and III, DIVISION NUMBER 1 HAZARDOUS (CLASSIFIED) LOCATIONS, CLASS NUMBER 3610, promulgated by Factory Mutual Research October, 1998. An example of a handheld field maintenance tool that complies with intrinsic safety requirements includes that sold under trade designation Model 475 Field Communicator, available from Emerson Process Management of Austin, Texas.
SUMMARY
[0003] An intrinsically-safe handheld field maintenance tool is provided. The tool includes a process communication module configured to communicate with a field device in accordance with a process industry communication protocol. A controller is coupled to the process communication module and is configured to provide at least one function related to maintenance of the field device. Program instructions embodied on a computer readable medium coupled to the controller, the program instructions causing the controller, when executed by the controller, to provide operator rounds functionality, CMMS/EAM functionality and/or ERP functionality.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[0004] FIGS. 1A and 1B are diagrammatic views of a handheld field maintenance tool with which embodiments of the invention are particularly useful.
[0005] FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic view of a handheld field maintenance tool with which embodiments of the present invention are particularly useful.
[0006] Fig. 3 is a block diagram of a handheld field maintenance tool in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.
[0007] FIG. 4 is a diagrammatic view of handheld field maintenance tool having controller coupled to memory containing program instructions in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.
[0008] FIG. 5 is a flow diagram of a method of performing field maintenance and automatically entering rounds data in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.
[0009] FIG. 6 is a flow diagram of a method of performing field maintenance via remote access to a CMMS/EAM system in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.
[0010] FIG. 7 is a flow diagram of a method of performing field maintenance using communication to an enterprise software (ERP) system in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.
[0011] FIG. 8 is a flow diagram of a method of performing field maintenance in conjunction with communicating within ERP system in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0012] FIGS. 1A and 1B are diagrammatic views of a handheld field maintenance tool 22 coupled to field devices 20, 23. As shown in FIG. 1A, handheld field maintenance tool 22 includes a pair of terminals 25, 27 that couple to test leads 30, 32, respectively, which are then coupled to terminals 24 of field device 20. Terminals 24 may be dedicated terminals to allow such a handheld field maintenance tool to couple to device 20 and interact with device 20. The utilization of terminals 25, 27 to couple to field device illustrates an example of a wired connection between handheld field maintenance tool 22 and field device 20.

[0013] FIG. 1B shows an alternate arrangement where handheld field maintenance tool 22 couples directly to the process control loop 34 to which field device 23 is coupled. In either case, the wired connection between the handheld field maintenance tool and the field device allows the handheld field maintenance tool to interact with the desired field device 20, 23.

[0014] FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic view of handheld field maintenance tool 102 interacting with wireless field device 104. System 100 includes handheld field maintenance tool 102 communicating with field device 104. Handheld field maintenance tool 102 is communicatively coupled to field device 104 via communication link 114. Communication link 114 can take any suitable form including wired connections as shown in FIGS. 1A and 1B, as well as wireless communication techniques that are currently being used or being developed. Handheld field maintenance tool 102 allows a technician to interact with field device 104 to configure, calibrate, and/or diagnose problems with respect to field device 104 using a digital process communication protocol such as FOUNDATION™ Fieldbus and/or the HART® protocol. Handheld field maintenance tools, such as tool 102 can be used to save configuration data from field devices, such as field device 104.
Field device 104 may be any device that senses a variable in the process and transmits information related to the variable over a process communication loop; such as a pressure or temperature. Field device 104 may also be a device that receives information from a process communication loop and sets a physical parameter, such as a valve closure, based on the information. Field device 104 is depicted as an industrial process fluid pressure transmitter having a pressure manifold 106 coupled thereto, and an electronics enclosure 108. Field device 104 is provided for illustrative purposes only. In reality, field device 104 may be any industrial device, such as a process fluid temperature transmitter, process fluid level transmitter, process fluid flow transmitter, valve controller, or any other device that is useful in the measurement and/or control of industrial processes.

Handheld field maintenance tool 102 generally includes a user interface that comprises a display 120 as well as a number of user input buttons 122. Display 120 may be any suitable display such as an active-matrix liquid crystal display, or any other suitable display that is able to provide useful information. Buttons 122 may comprise any suitable arrangement of buttons relative to any number of functions to which the handheld field maintenance tool may be directed. Buttons 122 may comprise a numeric keypad, an alphanumeric keypad, any suitable number of custom functions and/or navigation buttons, or any combination thereof.

Fig. 3 is a diagrammatic system block diagram of a handheld field maintenance tool in accordance with the embodiment of the present invention. It is preferred that tool 52 comply with at least one intrinsic safety specification, such as that listed above, in order to help ensure safety in potentially explosive environments. Handheld field maintenance tool 52 includes at least one wireless process communication module 121. Suitable examples for wireless process communication module 121 include a module that generates and/or receives proper signals in accordance with a known wireless communication protocol, such as the known WirelessHART protocol (IEC 62591). Another wireless process communication protocol is set forth in ISA100.11a. While Fig. 3 shows a single wireless process communication module 121, it is expressly contemplated that any suitable number of
wireless process communication modules can be used to communicate in accordance with various wireless process communication protocols now in existence or later developed.

Handheld field maintenance tool 52 also includes at least one secondary wireless communication protocol module 123. Wireless communication protocol module 123 can communicate in accordance with one or more of the options shown in phantom in Fig. 3. Specifically, wireless communication protocol module 123 may communicate in accordance with a Bluetooth specification 124 (such as Bluetooth Specification 2.1 rated at Power Class 2); a Wi-Fi specification 126 (such as IEEE 802.11.a/b/g/n); a known RFID specification 128; cellular communication techniques 130 (such as GSM/CDMA); and/or satellite communication 132. These communication techniques and methodologies allow handheld field maintenance tool 52 to communicate directly with a wireless gateway or other suitable device either via direct wireless communication, or using the Internet. While one wireless communication protocol module 123 is shown in Fig. 3, any suitable number may be used. Each of the wireless process communication protocol module 121 and wireless communication protocol module 123 is coupled to controller 130 which is also coupled to the wired process communication module 138. Controller 130 is preferably a microprocessor that executes a sequence of instructions stored therein, or in memory coupled to controller 130, to perform handheld field maintenance tasks. Wired process communication module 138 allows handheld field maintenance tool 52 to be physically coupled via a wired connection at terminals 142, 144 to a field device. Examples of suitable wired process communication include the Highway Addressable Remote Transducer (HART®) protocol, the FOUNDATION™ Fieldbus protocol, Profibus and others.

Handheld field maintenance tool 52 includes a user interface module 156 for generating a user interface using display 120 and keys 122. Module 156 can include suitable display driver circuitry 158 and/or memory to interact with display 120. Module 156 also includes input circuitry 160 which is configured to interact with buttons 122 to receive user input. Additionally, in embodiments where display 120
includes a touchscreen, module 160 can include circuitry to generate user input data to
to controller 130 based upon a user's touch and/or gestures received by the touchscreen.

Handheld field maintenance tool 52 can include a number of additional items that facilitate additional functionality. Specifically, tool 52 can include a position detection module, such as GPS module 150. GPS module 150 can be configured to additionally use the Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) for improved accuracy and/or can be configured to operate using differential GPS techniques as appropriate. Module 150 is coupled to controller 130 to provide controller 130 with an indication of the geographic position of tool 52. While position detection module 150 is preferably an internal component of tool 52, it may be external and communicatively coupled thereto using a suitable wireless or wired communication protocol, such as Bluetooth 124, RFID 128, et cetera. Further still, while position detection module 150 is generally described as GPS module 150, other techniques for triangulating the position of the handheld field maintenance tool based upon relative strength of wireless communication with wireless transceivers having known fixed positions can be employed. Examples of such wireless triangulation techniques include triangulation of the position of handheld field maintenance tool 52 based upon communication with three or more fixed-position WiFi communication points, or access points. Further still, as set forth above, embodiments of the present invention may include the ability to employ one or more wireless process communication protocol modules, such as module 121. Such triangulation techniques can also be employed if a suitable number of wireless interactions with fixed-position wireless field devices can be achieved. Finally, while the various methods provided for obtaining the position of handheld field maintenance tool 52 are described above, they can also be used in conjunction with one another to provide additional accuracy and/or redundancy. Additionally, tool 52 also preferably comprises compass module 152 coupled to controller 130 such that tool 52 can indicate the compass direction in which it is pointing. Finally, tool 52 can also include tilt module 154 coupled to controller 130 to provide an indication to controller 130 relative to an angle of inclination of tool 52 relative to gravity. However, additional axes of sensing are also contemplated.
[0021] The positional location module 150, compass module 152 and tilt module 154 are particularly useful where a handheld field maintenance tool helps a technician or engineer find the physical location of a wireless field device in the field. An oil refinery is often a very large process installation with many field devices positioned at various locations, some of which may not be readily visible.

[0022] Maintenance technicians, engineers, and operations personnel are sometimes required to do periodic, scheduled operator/maintenance rounding, to both verify that devices, equipment, processes, etc. are functioning correctly, and to look for problems that need to be addressed. Most often, these rounds involve executing manual procedures, taking measurements, observing behavior, and recording results, which are collected and maintained in a historical repository. Current practice in some cases is for these rounding procedures to be documented in paper procedures, and the results to be manually recorded on paper log sheets. In other cases, this information can be stored electronically using an electronic handheld device made for that purpose. Thus, personnel required to travel into the field to interact with field devices, and other equipment, must often carry a handheld field maintenance tool to actually interact with such field devices, and further carry a manual log, or an additional electronic device to record the results and/or interactions with the various field devices. Additionally, some maintenance technicians, engineers, and operations personnel are sometimes required to access enterprise software (ERP) from the field. For such personnel that need to do both interactions with ERP software, and handheld field maintenance, the current practice is to carry a handheld field maintenance tool for online device tasks, and a second handheld electronic device for access to enterprise software. Thus, it is conceivable that a single person venturing into the field would have no less than three distinct electronic devices all purpose-built for specific tasks. Such cargo diminishes the efficiency of the field technician, and also requires the technician to interact with various different disparate devices, thereby increasing the potential for errors.

[0023] In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, an intrinsically-safe handheld field maintenance tool is provided with additional software functionality to provide operator/maintenance rounds functionality, automatic
communication with enterprise software (ERP), and automatic communication with a computerized maintenance management system (CMMS) or enterprise asset management system, or both.

[0024] FIG. 4 is a diagrammatic view of handheld field maintenance tool 52 having controller 130 coupled to memory 200. Memory 200 preferably includes at least some non-volatile memory, such as flash memory, and at least some volatile memory, such as random access memory. Moreover, while memory 200 is shown separate from controller 130, in at least some embodiments, memory 200 may be a component of controller 130. Memory 200 preferably stores operating system information 202 which includes program instructions which when executed by controller 130 cause controller 130 to provide a software platform upon which various programs can execute and have access to other hardware components, such as GPS module 150, compass module 152, tilt sensor 154, camera 157, user interface 156 as well as any and all communication protocol modules 124, 126, 128, 130, 132. Suitable examples of operating system 202 include Windows CE, available from Microsoft Corporation of Redmond, Washington, the Android operating system, available from Google, Inc., or any other suitable operating system. Memory 200 also preferably includes operator/maintenance rounds application module 204, CMMS/EAM module 206, and ERP module 208. When invoked, or otherwise executed by controller 130, operator/maintenance rounds module 204 causes the handheld field maintenance tool to facilitate operator/maintenance rounds functions of the technician. This integration can be done in varying degrees which progressively may add more value to the end user. In one embodiment, integration simply involves the ability to run operator/maintenance rounds module 204 on handheld field maintenance tool 52. In another embodiment, the integration can include tying together the operator/maintenance rounds procedures that require online measurements, data, et cetera, with the ability to communicate online with the field device to gather such data, thereby consolidating the functionality into a single workflow on the handheld field maintenance tool. This tighter integration could potentially result in a number of end user benefits. For example, the user would not need to carry multiple electronic devices, or paper logs. Further, the tighter integration
potentially offers additional time savings as the technician now has two related applications tied together on one consolidated flow. Moreover, data measured, or otherwise received from a field device can be entered directly into the rounds application without requiring the user to actually key the data in. This may substantially reduce technician time as well as reduce the potential for inadvertent data entry errors. Moreover, rounds application module 204 may further communicate with a remote asset management system, or high level information system, to obtain routes, procedures and other data, as well as to save information obtained or stored within rounds application module 204.

[0025] FIG. 5 is a flow diagram of a method of performing field maintenance and automatically entering rounds data in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. Method 220 begins at block 222 where a handheld field maintenance device is coupled to a field device. Once such coupling occurs, method 220 continues at block 224 where the handheld field maintenance tool accesses rounds module 204. Such access can include controller 130 invoking application 204, transferring focus to application 204, or simply generating a communication channel to module 204 through operating system 202. Next, at block 226, the handheld field maintenance tool interacts with the field device. Such interaction can include any communication, measurements, or other electronic interactions related to maintenance, troubleshooting, configuration, calibration, installation, et cetera. At block 228, at least some information related to the field device is automatically entered into rounds application 204, as indicated at block 228. Such information can include, for example, time stamp information 230 indicating date and/or time when the handheld field maintenance tool connected to the field device at block 222. Moreover, the data can also include location information 232, which location information can be supplied by GPS module 150. The automatically-entered data can also include any or all electronic data received from and/or sent to the field device by the handheld field maintenance tool, as indicated at block 234. Further still, image/video information acquired by camera 157 of field device 222 can also be entered into rounds application 204, as indicated at block 236. In this manner, rounds application 204 is automatically, at least to some extent, provided with data during the
technician’s rounds in the field while interacting with various field devices. Preferably, the data acquired by rounds application 204 can be automatically uploaded to a suitable asset management system or higher level information system using wireless communication. Further, the asset management system of higher level information system can be accessed prior to method 220 to actually receive, preferably wirelessly, route information and/or one or more procedures to be performed while the technician is in the field.

FIG. 6 is a flow diagram of a method of performing field maintenance via remote access to a CMMS/EAM system in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. Method 250 begins at block 252 where CMMS/EAM module 206 is executed by controller 130 to provide CMMS/EAM software functions on handheld field maintenance tool 52. Software 206 preferably creates, or otherwise employs, a communication link or channel with a host CMMS/EAM software module operating at a remote location by virtue of a wireless connection, such as WiFi, cellular, satellite, WiMax, or any combination thereof. At block 254, the handheld field maintenance tool retrieves one or more work orders as generated by the CMMS/EAM system. Each work order will include an asset number. The asset number may be related to one or more field devices. Typically, the asset number itself is not associated with a field device’s tag or unique ID. In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, when the technician connects the handheld field maintenance tool 52 to the selected field device, as indicated at block 258, the handheld field maintenance tool 52 preferably associates the unique ID or field device tag with the asset number for which the work order is being executed. Preferably, this association is stored in the handheld field maintenance tool and optionally uploaded from the CMMS/EAM host system, as indicated at block 260. At block 262, handheld field maintenance tool 52 obtains information from the field device in accordance with the specification set forth by the work order. More preferably, information obtained from the field device will preferably be uploaded directly into the CMMS/EAM host software system by virtue of the wireless data connection using wireless communication protocol module 123. After this associating is done, the handheld field maintenance tool will present the technician with the
appropriate work order and associated instructions documented in the work order. The technician will performed his or her tasks per the instructions documented in the word order. Those tasks may include executing manual or automated procedures and techniques to perform field device diagnostics, repairs, configuration, calibration, et cetera. Some of those tasks and procedures may involve online activities using the handheld field maintenance tool. In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, the results of those activities, such as configuration changes, status changes, et cetera would preferably be associated and populated into the work order in the form of notes or results. Upon completion of part or all of the work order, the work order results information, including status, notes, et cetera is preferably uploaded back to the CMMS/EAM system.

[0027] FIG. 7 is a flow diagram of a method of performing field maintenance using communication to an enterprise software (ERP) system in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. Method 280 begins at block 282 when a technician couples, or otherwise connects, handheld field maintenance tool 52 to a field device. Next, at block 284, the handheld field maintenance device obtains device information relative to the connected field device. For example, device information can include the tag, or other unique identification of the field device, the manufacturer of the field device, the device type, device revision info, et cetera. Moreover, in embodiments where such information of the field device is embodied within an RFID tag located on, in, or proximate the field device, the RFID information can simply be read by the handheld field maintenance tool using RFID module 128 in the handheld field maintenance tool. In such instances, a direct physical coupling to the field device may not be required. In any event, once handheld field maintenance tool 52 has device information, as indicated at block 284, the device information is used to query, or otherwise access, an enterprise software host located remotely from the field device and the handheld field maintenance tool. Preferably, this communication is performed using wireless communication, such as WiFi, cellular, satellite, WiMax, et cetera. Communication with the ERP host system allows the handheld field maintenance tool 52 to display inventory relative to the field device, and/or components or subsystems
thereof, as indicated at block 286. Embodiments of the present invention can also be practiced where a technician simply enters a part number or device number into the handheld field maintenance tool to query inventory. Additionally, it is expressly contemplated that more than one query can be generated. For example, a first query can be submitted to a local inventory control system, while a second query can be submitted to an off-site inventory control system. The local inventory can be queried to determine available quantities of parts or devices, and the locations in the plant of such parts or devices. The remote inventory query can be useful to provide price and availability on purchase parts and devices from external sources or suppliers. Moreover, it is also contemplated that a purchase from such a remote supplier can be facilitated using a handheld field maintenance tool in accordance with embodiments of the present invention. The display of inventory (an entire field device, subsystems, and/or components thereof) can also be supplemented with the number of available units in the inventory, locations within the inventory, and contact information for such devices, subsystems, and/or components.

[0028] FIG. 8 is a flow diagram of a method of performing field maintenance in conjunction with communicating with an ERP system in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. Method 290 begins at block 292 where a handheld field maintenance device is coupled to a field device. Next, at block 294, the handheld field maintenance tool, technician, and/or both uses the handheld field maintenance tool 52 to diagnose or otherwise troubleshoot a problem relative to the field device. At block 296, a defect is identified that is causing the problem diagnosed in block 294. At block 298, the handheld field maintenance tool 52 queries, by virtue of wireless communication through wireless communication protocol module 123, a remote ERP host system relative to the defective component, subsystem, or device. Through such communication, handheld field maintenance tool 52 receives information from the ERP host system indicating the number of available spare components, subsystems, or devices, locations relative to each such unit, and contact location for such units. Next, at block 300, the technician can automatically order a replacement component, subsystem, or device directly through the remotely-connected ERP host
system using handheld field maintenance tool 52. Thus, a technician need not identify a component, lookup the specific part number of the component, and then re-key the part number into an ERP system to order the component. Accordingly, time is saved and opportunities for data errors are reduced.

[0029] There are a number of situations where a field maintenance technician may be aided by embodiments of the present invention. For example, the technician may be diagnosing a problem and discover that he or she requires new parts or a new field device. In such instance, the technician can simply order the required parts or device while in the field. Another situation where embodiments of the present invention are particularly useful is where some sort of maintenance activity, such as an outage, is being planned and inventory status and/or availability or components or devices must be determined.
WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. An intrinsically-safe handheld field maintenance tool comprising:
   a process communication module configured to communicate with a field device
   in accordance with a process industry communication protocol;
   a controller coupled to the process communication module, the controller being
   configured to provide at least one function related to maintenance of the
   field device; and
   program instructions embodied on a computer readable medium coupled to the
   controller, the program instructions causing the controller, when
   executed by the controller, to provide operator rounds functionality.

2. The intrinsically-safe handheld field maintenance tool of claim 1, wherein at
   least some information is loaded into a rounds module automatically.

3. The intrinsically-safe handheld field maintenance tool of claim 2, wherein the
   information is based on communication between the intrinsically-safe handheld field
   maintenance tool and the field device.

4. The intrinsically-safe handheld field maintenance tool of claim 2, wherein the
   information includes location data.

5. The intrinsically-safe handheld field maintenance tool of claim 2, wherein the
   information includes an image of the field device acquired by the intrinsically-safe
   handheld field maintenance tool.

6. The intrinsically-safe handheld field maintenance tool of claim 2, wherein the
   information includes timestamp data.

7. An intrinsically-safe handheld field maintenance tool comprising:
   a process communication module configured to communicate with a field device
   in accordance with a process industry communication protocol;
   a controller coupled to the process communication module, the controller being
   configured to provide at least one function related to maintenance of the
   field device; and
program instructions embodied on a computer readable medium coupled to the
controller, the program instructions causing the controller, when
executed by the controller, to provide computerized maintenance
management systems (CMMS) functionality.

8. The intrinsically-safe handheld field maintenance tool of claim 7, wherein
computerized maintenance management systems (CMMS) functionality includes
communicating with a remote CMMS host.

9. The intrinsically-safe handheld field maintenance tool of claim 7, wherein the
CMMS functionality includes automatically associating a field device identifier with an
asset identified in a work order.

10. The intrinsically-safe handheld field maintenance tool of claim 9, wherein the
field device identifier is a field device tag.

11. The intrinsically-safe handheld field maintenance tool of claim 10, and further
comprising uploading information indicative of the association between the field device
identifier and the asset to a remote CMMS host.

12. An intrinsically-safe handheld field maintenance tool comprising:
    a process communication module configured to communicate with a field device
    in accordance with a process industry communication protocol;
    a controller coupled to the process communication module, the controller being
    configured to provide at least one function related to maintenance of the
    field device; and
    program instructions embodied on a computer readable medium coupled to the
    controller, the program instructions causing the controller, when
    executed by the controller, to provide display a remote inventory
    parameter relative to the field device.

13. The intrinsically-safe handheld field maintenance tool of claim 12, wherein the
remote inventory parameter includes a number of units available.

14. The intrinsically-safe handheld field maintenance tool of claim 12, wherein the
remote inventory parameter includes a location of a unit stored in inventory.
15. The intrinsically-safe handheld field maintenance tool of claim 12, wherein the remote inventory parameter includes contact information relative to a unit stored in inventory.

16. The intrinsically-safe handheld field maintenance tool of claim 12, wherein the controller is configured to execute a query using wireless communication with a remote ERP host system.

17. The intrinsically-safe handheld field maintenance tool of claim 12, wherein the controller is configured to obtain device information relative to the field device.

18. The intrinsically-safe handheld field maintenance tool of claim 17, wherein the device information includes a device tag.

19. The intrinsically-safe handheld field maintenance tool of claim 17, wherein the device information is obtained using near field communication between the intrinsically-safe handheld field maintenance tool and the field device.

20. The intrinsically-safe handheld field maintenance tool of claim 12, wherein the controller is configured to receive a user input to the intrinsically-safe handheld field maintenance tool and responsively generate an order for a unit stored in inventory, which is displayed on the intrinsically-safe handheld field maintenance tool.
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